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incomplete by the Risorgimento, could be rounded off.
' Radical reforms were inevitable, and no one dared openly
oppose them. Even the governmental question was no
longer a serious obstacle ; nearly everybody either wanted
the abolition of the monarchy or was resigned to its dis-
appearance. The war had set the masses on the move
and their momentum was easily sufficient to overthrow
the existing structure. Republic, political and economic
democracy, common ownership of the land : these were the
essentials of the first stage of the revolution.
Almost all parties were in favour of a constituent assembly
and the most sweeping social reforms. At the beginning
of January 1919 the Italian Labour Union, which was
national-syndicalist in tendency and later provided the
framework of fascist syndicalism, called for a c national
constituent assembly conceived as the Italian section of the
constituent assembly of nations'. In March Mussolini
demanded a 'constituent assembly of the Fourth Italy3,
and insisted that the deputies returned at the next elections
should £ constitute the national assembly summoned to
decide on a form of government'. In April the Republican
Party and the independent socialists (Bissolati's group)
called on the ruling class to c yield their power quietly to
the people 3, demanded a c national constituent assembly,
with full power to decide on the new forms of representation ;
the assembly to nominate without delay a provisional
government which should remain in power until the new
national statute of the Italian people came into force 3,
and pronounced itself in favour of the inauguration of a
 *	social republic '.  The Radical Party launched an appeal
for ' a thoroughly comprehensive renewal of the state \ and
 *	an immediate and wider participation of the working
classes in the government'.  Even the congress of 4 Liberal *
Associations (i.e. conservatives) recognized the necessity of
 *	speeding up the course of events \   The strength of the
current swept along the most widely differing groups.  The
first congress of the National Association of Ex-servicemen
rallied to the idea of a constituent assembly, and the congress
of freemasons which was being held in Rome at the same
time (June 1919) resolved that ' in the political and social

